For immediate press release: 7/15/2015
Tyrone Releases The Remix And Video To Grammy Nominated Reggae Artist Jahdan Blakkamoore's ,“Red
Hot”; From His Album Babylon's Nightmare. The Single Will Be Available On Itunes, Amazon.com,
Rhapsody And Other Online Music Retailers.
Artist: Tyrone, Jahdan Blakkamoore
Music & Video Release: Red Hot Remix Tyrone and Jahdan Blakkamoore
Label: Subnoise.com / Tyronesmusic.com / Lustre Kings Productions
Tyrone releases the “Red Hot Remix”, by Jahdan Blakkamore; a stellar single off of his Babylon's
Nightmare album. The song talks about the ills of growing up in the ghetto and how poverty affects
children. The song begins with; “you can make a difference if you’re willing, sending you a message from
the children”, and the line alone sets the tone for the subject matter and message. The bass line moves the
vocals over the drum, while organs and ambient sweeps prepare the listener for the hook; “Its Red Hot,
down in the ghetto they don't have food for pots”. Tyrone and Jahdan's verse explains the urgency of the
circumstance of people whose lives have been scarred by poverty in the ghetto.
Jahdan Blakkamoore has long made a name for himself as a gifted and inspiring Reggae/Dancehall/Hip
Hop/Dubstep artist – both nationally and internationally. Jahdan’s sense of melody, superb song writing
skills and ability to effortlessly cross genres has solidified his status as a relevant artist in the music
industry. Hip-hop fans know him from his feature on Smif-N-Wessun's classic “Sound Boy Buriell” his
collaborations with DJ Premier, Afu-Ra and Dead Prez while Reggae fans know him as a member of the
group Noble Society, his standout song “Cash Flow” on the Major Lazer project from Diplo and Switch. His
song “Struggla” was also featured on Matisyahu’s album ‘Light,’ and he’s collaborated with various artists
such as Lutan Fyah, Kabaka Pyramid, and to name a few. Jahdan was a contributing writer on Snoop
Lion’s album, ‘Reincarnated’ which received a Grammy nominated for Best Reggae Album of 2013; he’s
featured on “Boulevard”, “Harder Times”, and lends his vocals to “Lighters Up” with Mavado and Popcaan.
Jahdan Blakkamoore's new album “Order Of Distinction:, is available now.
The video depicts the life of three ghetto youths as they travel through the projects and contemplate their
fate. The cinematography drives home the point as Tyrone produces the background music on his “sound
system”; blending the accapella of Jahdan's vocals with a menacing beat and bass line. The Tyrone
directed video provides the perfect visual of the soundtrack. Please visit www.tyronesmusic.com to
download this song and others.
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